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then 4 more have been added, so that at the pesent
The opening of this new Hospital at Bloernfontein is
time theHospital can accpmmodate 22 Europeans, interesting, as affording another proof of the need for
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increased Hospital accommodation, and, as an inare after the pattern approved by Mr. Lawson Tait, evitable sequel=, the opening for really good trained
and were sent out from England.The
operation- Nurses, which we are informed on good authority
table is one made by Down Bros., and this fact is a exists in South Africa. It stands to reason that where
guarantee of its excellence. All the surgicalapplifresh tracts of country are being rapidly opened up to
ances and fittings for the theatre were also supplied civilisation as is the case here, that Europeans are to
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circumstances
mitted. Out of
but to surmount
this number 70
recovered. Of thedeaths
which took place, four them, a reserve of doggedendurance, and a sense
occurred within 24 hours of admission.
of humour which will many times stand her in good
The wards are on the ground floor, and all open on stead. She must also remember that she will have to
to the Stoep. This enables the beds, with the patients tax her ingenuity to provide appetising food for her
in them, to be drawn out from the wards, which in a patients when the resources at her command are of
hot climate is both refreshing and necessary.
the slenderest, andthe
invalid’s
food
hastobe
The Nurses’ quarters are on the first floor. There cooked for the most part by her own hands. Given
are no houses within a mile of the Hospital, which these qualifications, however, we believe thatthe
stands qnite alone. Thegrounds which enclose it opening exists for good Nurses.
are being laid out at the present time, and bid fair in
We take the opportunity of thanking Miss Gething
time to be a pretty and well cultivated oasis on the for the information she hasso kindly sent US, and which
barren veldt.
we fed sure will be of interest to our readers.
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